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The Future Is Made
Up of Five Screens
BY ROGER ENTNER, FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT, RECON ANALYTICS
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only ones thinking like
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this. Chinese company
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Le Eco is active with two EVs and
one of the ways broadband
likely enter the market with a more
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comprehensive vision than anyone
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else on how the five screens will fit
three screens – TV, mobile,
together. While Tesla is the clear
digital – as the objective,
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The second additional screen – the
market engagement. Ultimately,
5th screen - is Virtual Reality (VR) and,
broadband providers are going to
even more importantly for mobile, Augmented
pursue a five-screen solution, and advertisers
Reality (AR.) While anyone who has tried
will pursue a six-screen solution (advertisers
VR with an Oculus Rift or HTC Vive gets
see outdoor signage as an additional screen).
it and appreciates how it transforms home
In the future, the first additional screen
entertainment, the use cases for the customer
– the 4th screen - will be in the autonomous
equipment are unclear outside of protected
car. Once we have autonomous cars, in all
spaces. VR’s strength to replace reality with a
likelihood autonomous electric cars, the up
virtual one is also its weakness as it makes the
to 46 minutes per day[i] we spend in a car
wearer oblivious to the real world. Good luck
will be a new peak period of intense mobile
crossing that street with it.
data usage. Suddenly, mobile connectivity that
was mostly about streaming video to keep the
Augmented reality on the other hand is the
kids quiet in the backseat will transmit and
perfect overlay of a virtual information canvas
receive massive amounts of information to
on the real world. Anyone who has a newer
keep the car running smoothly, avoid traffic
car with HUD display instinctively gets it. The
and accidents, adjust engine functions and
HUD display superimposes automobile speed,
more. It’s called datamotives. That it is the
directions and station names when you switch
logic behind Apple’s electric vehicles (EV)
radio stations on the windshield, reducing

distractions while driving. There is no more
need to take the eye off the road because the car
displays all the information on a single screen.
Once you drive a car with HUD AR, it is quite
noticeable when you drive a car without it and
you have a little surge of joy when back in the
car with the augmented reality.
While we see a sputtering start with Google
Glass, the success of Pokemon Go is lowering
the barrier for other companies to enter the
AR space. Google Glass was ahead of its time
– especially socially – by being an engineer’s
answer to the problem. Releasing it before
it was ready was probably not a great idea,
especially with how transformational such a
product can be. The AR glasses dramatically
raised awareness of the technology and, as
with every revolutionary technology, there was
both excitement at the prospect and fear of
what we can do with it.
Interweaving what we see in the real world
with a series of data sources has the potential
to create positive outcomes ranging from
city guides making you a native in any new
place to facial recognition overlays for law
enforcement to capture a criminal on the run.
Five Screens is continued on page 20

GWS Tests Carrier Networks Ahead of Super Mobility

G

lobal Wireless Solutions Inc. (GWS) is back and at it again,
testing the halls of CTIA Super Mobility 2016. As the largest,
most experienced independent provider of network benchmark
data, GWS is performing rigorous testing to show a user’s experience
during the show.
GWS is testing all the major wireless carriers here at Super Mobility:
AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, and Verizon. GWS technicians will cover every
inch of the show floor to capture both VoLTE and HD data in order to
get the most reliable results possible. On Tuesday the team tested a
largely unloaded network ahead of the influx of attendees. Today, the

test specialists will be returning to the convention center to test the
facility, common spaces and meeting rooms again as the strain on each
network inevitably increases.
During the pre-show testing, all voice calls were successful on all
major providers. All providers delivered HD-level voice results while
GWS tested their VoLTE and HD networks. GWS performed audio
MOS testing using wideband codec reference files (to test HD voice).
T-Mobile delivered the best voice quality, with AT&T and Verizon just
one step behind. Sprint delivered fewer HD quality voice samples
GWS Tests Carrier Networks is continued on page 22
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From the Show Floor
GWS Tests Carrier Networks
is continued from page 3
than the others, particularly
on the uplink. Data tests
showed that Verizon’s LTE
network delivered the fastest
download throughput of 35
Mbps, coupled with an average
upload throughput of 15 Mbps.
AT&T pushed data to the test
devices at a download speed
of 21 Mbps with 10 Mbps
upload speeds. Both T-Mobile
and Sprint delivered download
speeds between 9 to 14
Mbps. Both AT&T and Verizon
improved their throughputs
since last year, but T-Mobile and
Sprint lagged last year’s preshow results. Verizon, T-Mobile,
and AT&T all provided average
latencies of around 62 msec.

Pre-Show

Stay tuned for an inside
look into what the mobile
performance is like throughout
the course of this week at
Super Mobility. l

CTIA Spectrum is continued from page 21
roadways and city street lights to farmers’
crops and our electric grid.
WW: With 2016 almost behind you, what
are CTIA’s top priorities going into 2017?
What’s your vision for the future of the telecom
industry?
Attwell Baker: I don’t mean to sound like a
broken record, but the top priority for us is
always spectrum. It’s what makes everything
wireless possible. As long as America’s wireless
industry has spectrum, we’ll remain the world’s
mobile leader by innovating to create and
offer consumers the best wireless products
and services. That will enable innovation
in virtually every part of the economy from
agriculture and healthcare to financial services
and energy.
Hand-in-hand with spectrum, we need a
commitment from every level of government
to streamline the siting rules for our new 5G
networks with rules and rates that make sense

for smaller cell environments. We all need to
spend more time educating policymakers on
how siting and rights of way rules and rates
really impact where and how quickly 5G will
be deployed.
My vision for the wireless industry? The
amazing thing to me is that we are still just
scratching the surface on what mobility and
the wireless platform will ultimately become.
We are entering a period of boundless
innovation – applications and services we
can’t even imagine today. If we can partner
successfully with policymakers, wireless will
be our future – powering the devices and
technology that create better communities,
generate economic growth, and improve the
quality of life for everyone.
WW: News broke this summer that GSMA
and CTIA are introducing a new joint event in
2017, Mobile World Congress Americas. What
was the rationale behind the deal and what can
we expect for the first Mobile World Congress
Americas?

Attwell Baker: This is a big deal for the
wireless industry. We’re really looking forward
to combining the show resources of the two
premier wireless organizations—CTIA and the
GSMA—to create the first truly global wireless
event in the United States. Mobile World
Congress Americas will be in San Francisco
next year, and will feature the leading wireless
experts and innovators as well as all the latest
mobile products and services.
The CTIA/GSMA joint partnership will
help deliver the global showcase we want to
feature all of the cutting edge innovation in the
United States and the entire Americas. Mobile
World Congress Americas will continue
to serve CTIA Super Mobility attendees,
exhibitors and sponsors while also engaging
and attracting new audiences from across
the mobile ecosystem. CTIA will continue to
develop unique, policy-focused educational
sessions while GSMA will be on point for the
event’s production and management. l

